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Improving Access to South Hayward BART

The Nelson Nygaard (NN) South Hayward BART Parking & Access Study Draft Report (see
City website for the PDF) of March 2012 makes progress on parking charges but still leaves more
to do. Highlights include parking charges “adjusted...to reflect demand” every six months, with 50
cent increments; management of spillover parking; daily and hourly charges relative to monthly
leases as incentives to not drive; high priority for unbundled parking followed by shared parking;
use of enforcement cadets for integrated city and BART areas, statistical and security side-
benefits of cadets, and good analysis of neighborhood street parking. 

Current City policy still supports a tax-subsidized parking structure, which is inconsistent with
major regional and City policy goals. Even though the Prop. 1C funding for the BART structure is
gone, the concept remains in the station area plan. This NN study has a much more detailed study
of neighborhood street parking than the previous report, with evident parking capacity to replace
the need for a parking structure.

The City’s site plan should remove the parking structure and also plan for commercial land
uses on a short sidewalk between the station exit and parking, transit, and walkways.

The quarter mile walking distance buffer line shown on Figures 2-9 and 2-10 is not useful.
The maps should show the quarter mile distance limit by walking route, with about a one minute
distance adjustment for the delay and hazard of crossing Tennyson Rd. The pedestrian crossing
should be upgraded more than suggested at PDF p. 24 using button controls, lights in the
pavement, flashing lights for traffic, lighter color for pavement, a raised surface, and a different
surface texture from blacktop.

No shuttle has been studied seriously. The Study at PDF p. 60 has a brief mention of the
wrong concept and ignores the serious, detailed analysis I have submitted to them and to the City.

PDF p. 27: “The net revenue resulting from BART commuter parking fees or additional
residential parking permits should be invested in the neighborhood where the revenue is generated
to pay for increased services or transportation and streetscape improvements that the Authority
desires.” This needs to expand on “transportation... improvements” to include the detailed shuttle
concepts I have proposed. 

My research indicates a problem with the park and walk time for neighborhood street parking,
which could deter ridership even if the spaces are available. Shuttles are not necessarily better, but
can compete with a long walk-in from neighborhood parking, have the potential for greatly
increasing ridership without the need for parking close to the station, and thus could increase
commercial demand near the station.  

The variable demand for parking suggests a three tier approach: a low charge, pay and display
system for further out parking like on neighborhood streets, a market charge for most spaces
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closer in, and a computerized market-charge hourly system using advanced tech for a small
number of the spaces closest to the station entrance.

The discussion should consider a lower charge for the most distant parking spaces. The
criteria of 90% of spaces being occupied for adjusting charges is reasonable, but would work
better when combined with a lower rate for distant spaces, so as to test the balance between cost
elasticity and walk-time elasticity. These concepts are discussed in detail on my spreadsheets on
shuttles, which indicate the long walk-in from neighborhood parking competes poorly with a short
shuttle from Industrial, and shows how the shuttle could be financed. 

The goal of getting to 98% occupancy is probably not workable and needs testing in the field.
The problem is that a lack of parking is perceived and acted upon before there really are no
vacancies. A system of guiding drivers to the last spots would be expensive, yet the lot may never
get to 98% just because of perception. Even 95% probably has a perception deterrent, so the rider
is lost to BART because parking charges are too low to create perceived spaces. Higher parking
charges would lead to more vacant parking spaces. The lower charge for distant spots would also
help field-test the perception problem: What is the vacancy tipping point where more remote
parking rate speeds up and close-in parking rate slows down despite a few available spaces? 

PDF p. 26 “BART could also charge hourly fees for parking, with a maximum daily fee;
however, this would result in additional operations and enforcement costs.” This may be true
given BART’s primitive charging system, and is likely true for low demand stations where a
market rate of $2 is too high. However, at higher demand stations, or at some close-in parking at
low-demand stations, some hourly concept could be attempted, because it encourages earlier
departures, freeing up spaces for late-day and evening riders. Hourly charges can be collected
with low overhead using charge cards, debit cards, and FasTrak, which can record the amount of
time.

The SFPark technology should be implemented for some close-in, high demand spaces. The
capital cost would be less than a large scale application, and it would greatly reduce operational
and enforcement costs. It would provide experience for expansion, and in time the capital costs
are likely to come down significantly. 

BART and the City need to get more detailed information on modern collection technology,
i.e., SFPark, which is currently expensive for one-off systems and retrofits. The capital cost could
come down significantly with more demand for these systems, for new construction instead of
retrofit, and for joint purchase by several agencies. 

The City and BART need a broader study of integrated planning of redevelopment and
alternative access to South Hayward BART, particularly zoning deregulation, fast, frequent, free
shuttles from nearby underused parking, shuttle parking, and elasticity analyses. Unbundled
parking and shared parking are mentioned, but need details about the polices for getting there; it
is not easy. Hayward and BART staff should ask for more information from NN, possibly with an
expanded scope of work.
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I was surprised by the Operation & Maintenance Costs. The City needs to estimate its own
cost per space per day for routine operations, maintenance, and enforcement. I suspect it is a lot
less than $1.58: less lighting, less cleaning, less patrolling, less landscaping, and less repair. Police
costs could be reduced by some estimate of the security value of the cadets. The $.76 which
excludes enforcement would seem to be a better figure to use, but still adds up and needs to be
checked out against city experience. 

The JPA should consult with all relevant unions, not just BART unions. The JPA should also
get information from work and pay experts and consult with the public. There needs to be three
parties at the table: the JPA, the unions, and the people who pay for both. The union workers
could be expensive—or they could under bid third-party vendors. 

Before we commit to any meter maintenance cost, we should find out how Berkeley manages
it for half as much. 

I was also surprised by the recommendation to use cash. Any cash handling is going to be
expensive and is really no longer necessary except to buy a BART card or Clipper card, which can
be done in the station and need not be part of the access program. It would make sense to include
charge cards, debit cards, and FasTrak, and to avoid cash. NN could estimate the cost savings
from no-cash and survey some users to discuss the pros and cons of the no-cash approach.

The number of machines also seems low, so a jam up to use them could lead some people to
miss their trains or pay a fine. Having machines within the faregates reflects BART paranoia about
shared use, but for a few years there will be no competing uses, and it increases convenience to
have a number of pay stations on the paths in from parking. I see a need for more machines and a
capital cost line item for them in the Financial Analysis. 

Would it be possible to have, for pay and display, pay stations at entrances to parking areas
that a driver could use from the car window? The driver would put in a payment card of some
kind and the pay station would issue a ticket for display for the day’s payment. The system could
be used in the BART lot as well as neighborhood streets and could mesh with the parking space
number punching machines used after the driver leaves the car. 

People really don’t like to pay to park. People do not like parking meters, carrying change,
estimating time needed, and penalties for over-staying. I urge the JPA to do it right with modern
technology and get a system that feels fair to the user, is easy to use, and automated enough to
minimize collection and enforcement costs, which now seem to be eating a large part of the cash
flow using old systems. 

The system should make it easy to pay. The system should have no time limits, because they
aggravate users and require more enforcement. The estimated enforcement costs seem high, and
the initial implementation should involve education, not tickets. The educator should give “This is
not a ticket” information under windshield wipers. The tenor of the program should be friendly,
have low ticket prices of $20 if paid into a local drop box the same day, tell people where their
money is going, report the compliance rate, and show how improved compliance results in more
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funds for beneficial uses. It is far more important to catch non-payers than to fine them a lot;
certainty of getting caught is more important than the fine. Everything possible should be done to
make it fair, easy, and beneficial to the users. 

The following has been quickly updated from my previous report of February 2010.

Shared Parking at the Station

The approved Transit-Oriented Development at South Hayward increases significantly the
amount of parking in the station area from current levels. If the parking structure were replaced
with a residential building with a parking level, the total parking would remain about the same as
it is now. Shared parking requires paying for parking, but no more than people want to pay.
Typically at most BART stations that rate is $1 per day for day parking, and somewhat higher for
a permit, $42 per month at South Hayward. Very few BART stations still have free parking. In
the absence of other means of access, some parking is needed, but South Hayward BART can
have more access at a lower cost than the parking structure using neighborhood parking, housing
development, and shuttle access.

Frequent, Fast, Free Shuttles from Unused Parking

Since 2006, the City of Hayward and BART have planned for Transit-Oriented Development
around the east side of the tracks by the South Hayward BART Station. Citizens in the area have
supported improved pedestrian and bus access and design over replacement parking for BART. I
have proposed several times some ideas about how to serve BART with a shuttle service from
Fairway Park Center via Dixon Street to the station. My research on access to the California State
University in Hayward (CSUEB Hayward) also indicates that such a shuttle could work. More
recent research indicates that a shuttle from Industrial would be the most cost-effective, then one
on Tennyson, and then the one from Fairway Park. 

The funding mechanism would be different from the parking fees proposed for CSUEB
Hayward, but the basic ideas are the same: shared parking, shuttles, and shuttle parking. These
policies need to be supported by unbundling, transit-oriented mixed use, parking management,
parking markets, support transit from the land use with Fixed Charges, free transit with ecopass,
upgraded quality to a modern rapid bus system, controlled costs, and a system that can start small
and grow with demand. The scope of work of the study is described below.

South Hayward BART, as a typical suburban station with lots of “free” parking, would seem
to have most riders come by driving alone to park. In fact, surprisingly, less only 58 percent drive
alone to reach the station. 

Plans by the City of Hayward, BART, Wittek Development LLC, and the State of California
would develop existing surface parking into transit-oriented housing and a grocery store. Plans
include new parking for the store and the housing, as well as building a parking structure to
replace most of the surface parking lost to development. While labeled “Transit-Oriented
Development,” the project will greatly increase the amount of parking around the BART station,
and is also, therefore, Car-Oriented Development. BART has 1,207 spaces now, and the City
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plans to replace three fourths of them with a 910-space structure. The rest of the development
proposes 2,191 spaces, for a total of 1,998 spaces. As a result, the amount of parking is increased
by 66 percent. 

The reason for proposing not replacing all of the original station area parking in the earlier NN
report was that the development would increase walk-access to BART. The estimate was that
increased walk-access to BART from new development can replace about one fourth of the lost
parking, and that the structure would still need to accommodate the remaining three-fourths of
riders seeking “free” parking.

However, the new walk-access riders do not necessarily replace old drive-alone riders, who
seem likely to want to continue park for “free.” Also, the current “demand” for parking is less
than the spaces available, because a BART lot on the east side of Dixon is little used, with
typically 130 or so spaces vacant. The BART Access plan of April 2006 p. 3-9 reports 1,207
spaces with average 17 percent vacancy at peak demand, or 205 vacant spaces. 

Shared parking solves these problems. People can still park at the station, overall parking
increases two percent, and BART gets more riders.

Hayward’s Climate Action Plan and Parking Structures

The parking structure in the site plan for the station area is contrary to the general policies of
City’s Climate Action Plan. The parking structure needs to be removed from the site plan.
Alternative access can replace the lost parking.

A minimal parking charge would be what the market is willing to pay with 15 percent average
vacancies. A moderate charge would cover the monetary cost of land, capital, and operations. A
full charge would cover the monetary cost plus the environmental externalities of the induced
trips. Parking structures which charge the monetary cost, let alone the full cost, would be so
expensive they would not used, and therefore none are built on that basis. Parking structures are
only built with public subsidies for “free” parking — encouraging more car travel and higher
carbon emissions.

State Policy Causing Global Warming

The State and its local governments need to develop policy relating to parking structures as
part of implementing AB 32 and SB 375. Vehicle use is by far the biggest contributor to
greenhouse gases in the state, including in the Bay Area. We can't achieve sustainability without
reducing such emissions; subsidizing vehicle traffic will only make matters worse. There are, of
course, many more reasons why we should not subsidize vehicle use. 

 We need to stop these parking structures just as we need to stop new coal burning power
plants. Each type of government has its own anxieties and car culture supporting subsidizing
parking structures. For the State of California, its policy is trying to support transit-oriented
development around stations. For cities, it's another aspect of fiscal zoning for downtown
redevelopment and cinemas. For transit, it’s getting riders. For universities, it’s getting students to
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campus; they overcharge for surface parking to subsidize parking structures. But, as Prof. Donald
Shoup points out so eloquently and at length in The High Cost of Free Parking
(http://www.uctc.net/papers/351.pdf; also a book), free parking is very expensive, and there are
much better alternatives. 

Scope of Work, Special Access Study, South Hayward BART

The first step toward improving sustainability is to study alternative access, specifically
frequent, rapid bus from under-used parking lots within three miles of the station. The City of
Hayward and BART should 

• Estimate how many riders are generated by the parking structure. The NN BART Access Plan
p. 2-23 shows changes in ridership from 60 percent replacement of parking that would
otherwise be lost for BART by redevelopment, and from 75 percent. BART now has 1,207
spaces, so 60 percent would mean a 724 space garage and 75 percent would mean 905 spaces.
The 60 percent attracts 1,698 riders, or 2.345 per space, and the 75 percent attracts 1,841
riders, or 2.034 per space. If we assume 2.1 riders per space, a structure of 910 spaces would
serve 1,911 riders. BART Access Plan p. C-5 shows 1.1 boardings per space, which means
1.1 riders in the away direction and 1.1 on the return, for 2.2 riders per day per space. 

• Study a frequent rapid shuttle bus using park-and-ride parking with capacity to meet the
same need as the parking structure, about 1,900 riders. If 20 percent came to BART during a
two hour morning peak, rapid shuttles would have to carry about 440 total rides one way.

• Create a service plan based on rapid bus: e.g., two or three buses, ten minute maximum
headways (time between buses) peak hours and to match BART frequency off-peak. With 12
bus trips for two peak hours, the ridership would average 37 passengers per bus.

• Study alternative routes, e.g., from Rousseau St. to BART station entrance (1.8 miles and 5
minutes 40 seconds via Dixon St.), from Industrial Pkwy West and Huntwood Ave. to BART,
from Tennyson Rd. and Tampa Ave. to BART, and from Tennyson and Tampa via BART to
Mission and Industrial. The BART Access Plan of April 2006 p. 3-12 shows about equal
numbers of auto trips using Tennyson, Industrial, and Mission South to reach the station.
(Note that the background map on p. 3-12 shows bus routes, not arterials.) The BART
Access Plan does not report the numbers using drive-alone for origin or route used, but some
estimate can be made by enlarging figure 3-8 and estimate numbers and routes. I get 123
drive-alones with about 7 percent by North Mission. 23 percent by South Mission, 37 percent
by Tennyson, and 34 percent by Industrial.

• Determine the amount of existing unused parking at the Fairway Park Center, the
Huntwood-Industrial parking area for new cars being shipped to dealers (on the northwest
corner), the car shipping areas along Addison Way, the Tennyson Center (the two shopping
centers just west of Tamp Ave.), the closed Holiday Bowl at Industrial and Mission, and other
possibilities such as along public streets. There must be a few thousand surface parking spaces
close to the BART station, with many of them hardly used. 

(http://www.uctc.net/papers/351.pdf
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• Consult with owners of the parking about conditions under which they would allow BART
parking.

• Estimate capital costs for hybrid clean diesel - electric propulsion (or similarly sustainable
system), regenerative braking, 30 foot/30 passenger buses, wide doors, no step entry,
matching elevated sidewalk platforms, electronically guided docking, no driver role in fare
collection, GPS-based signal preference, right turn lane priority, drop-off at BART station
entrance, and anything else that speeds up the bus (lumbering diesel boxes are the death of
transit).

• Recommend an institutional framework such as that used by Emeryville, San Leandro, and
Union City for a board of stakeholders to make policy, a part-time manager working for the
City to oversee contract performance and compensation, and City Council oversight. Draft a
Request for Proposal (RFP) for bus operators to bid on operating the system for five years or
so. 

• Prepare a pro forma for capital costs based on an initial two- or three-bus system: cost of
buses, sidewalk platforms, GPS and lane controls, bus pull out at station entrance, initial
inventory of  parts for repairs, initial training, and warranty. The operator may be able to
supply a bus yard, service bays, and office as part of the RFP.

• Estimate a pro forma for shuttle capital funds for direct and indirect capital costs and for
amortization of a loan based on repayment at about 5 percent interest over 15 years.

• Describe possible shuttle capital sources, including public works requirements on the same
basis as street improvements. Some payment could be based on residential square feet, on the
number of bedrooms or units, or on commercially leasable square feet, and could consider the
estimated riders generated by the land use. The requirement would be applied to all the
undeveloped or redevelopment land in the benefitted corridor, greatly reducing the cost.

• Estimate a pro forma for shuttle operating income from monthly payments from rental and
lease properties that are a small part of the rent or lease, from home owner association fees
that are a small part of the HOA fee, from a few initial buy-in properties that want to provide
eco-pass for tenants or owners, from employer contributions, from ticket sales at ATMs
(Automatic Ticket Machines, not your usual ATM, but if ATMs can print receipts they can
also print tickets, and other minor sources.

• Estimate a pro forma for operating expenses based on a charge per bus revenue hour by an
operator chosen through an RFP. This figure should not be over the Union City charge ($70)
or over the San Leandro LINKS charge ($60).

• A fare system based on proof-of-purchase fare collection, automatic ticket machines, eco-
passes for all new development, and opt-in from old development.

Such a service needs to be compared to the structure:
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• Quantify the amount of subsidy per structure space per year to compare with some shuttle
subsidy, which should be less, based on my estimates. Using BART Access Plan data from p.
2-23 ($19.5m land value, $22.6m capital), and p. C-6 (operating cost $538/space/ year), I
estimate, for land and capital costs, 5 percent per month, 25 years, a cost of $3.800 per space.

• Quantify the subsidy for rapid shuttles and compare the per rider cost. My estimate for a
similar system for CSUEB Hayward was under $900 per rider per year, assuming the buses
ran half full. In both cases, structure and transit, the full year cost was spread to a 250 day
year. The reason for 250 days is the number of work days in a year. Both the structure and the
shuttle are for work days, not week-end trips. The shuttle cost was lower because of no land
costs and lower capital costs. The structure cost did not consider the private driving cost.

• Estimate comparative ridership based on most riders using passes for a free ride. The
comparison between transit and parking usually compares paying a fare for transit to parking
for free, which is not fair to transit. To be comparable, no fare transit should be compared to
free parking. 

• Estimate comparative ridership impacts on BART and cost per rider considering a $2 parking
charge for BART parking, number who find alternative access to BART (p. C-5), and
additional riders attracted by rapid shuttle. 

Such a study could be expensive and take a long time to attempt some difficult precision, or it
could be a more affordable study and make faster estimates with more uncertainty. I suggest the
less expensive approach to get a sense of where we are going and to spend more only if we really
need to. 

BART Station Development Policy

The 2005 BART policy for replacement parking is helpful, but has not been implemented.

Starting in 2005, BART does not require replacement parking spaces; BART is concerned
with replacement access: “Land Use Strategies: ...2....Adjust the 1:1 replacement parking
objective in development projects by employing the refined access methodology that examines
transit access within the context of both development around transit and access strategies on a
corridor or line segment basis. Encourage direct connections to stations from surrounding
development in order to promote pedestrian and non-motorized access.” [Bold added.]

If such alternative access were promising, it would make station area redevelopment more
competitive with other sites that do not have such a heavy burden of parking subsidy imposed on
them. Developers and investors should welcome a chance to go green rather than invest in an
anti-environmental project.

BART has approved a “Station Access Improvement Demonstration Program” that includes
neighborhood shuttles. In September of last year BART hired John Atkinson as a consultant to
help with shuttle facilitation for a one year demonstration project. His assignment includes
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assisting (but not funding) formation of new shuttles. Mr. Atkinson has 15 years of experience
with shuttles in the Bay Area. 

As BART gets more aggressive about charging for parking, it is catching up with other
agencies, as well as helping the environment, encouraging a shift to more efficient access modes,
and improving its bottom line. As these ideas are applied to South Hayward, the elasticity
research in the April 2006 Access Plan (p. c-5, Scenario D) shows that the loss from a $2 fee is
more than half made up by switches to other modes. The Access Plan did not consider rapid
shuttles; it only had slow, infrequent buses to consider. With appealing alternative access and
development of a larger area to TOD (see blow), BART could come out ahead with no parking
structure. 

The BART Access Study

In April 2006, BART published a lengthy study by consultant Nelson/Nygaard, the South
Hayward BART Development, Design and Access Plan. It failed to study rapid shuttles from
nearby vacant parking, but did provide a large amount of useful information, much of it used
above. The April 2006 Access Plan p. 2-20 states “...the less replacement parking that is provided,
the greater the revenue benefits to BART, and in most cases the greater the ridership as well...
Even though some riders are lost as parking is reduced from the current supply, this is far
outweighed by ridership generated by the new development that is made possible.”

The findings lead to several questions:

• If BART has 1,207 spaces, and 205 are not used, and 788 new units and nearby development
deliver about 773 boardings, why would BART need more than 230 replacement spaces? Why
910 spaces? 

• If most riders access the station by means other than drive-alone, why is so much money being
spent on drive-alones compared with other modes? A 2005 Survey showed that 61 percent of
BART riders walked, biked, carpooled, were dropped off, took a bus, or came by taxi,
wheelchair, skateboard and scooter (p. 3-11).

• If (p. 3-3) AC Transit 99 is a priority for frequency enhancements, why is no money being
spent on it? 

• If 60 percent replacement parking performs better than 75 percent (p. 2-23), why is the City
and BART pursuing 75 percent?

• 60 percent increases ridership by 1,698; why isn’t that good enough?

• 60 percent can be financed by the development, so why ask state tax payers to foot the bill for
75 percent?

• If 70 percent “reduces BART revenue and compromises BART’s policy of reducing the share
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of access by single occupant vehicle” (p. 2-19), why build the parking structure?

I asked these questions on Feb. 17, 2010, and they are still unanswered.

Rapid shuttle in the context of TOD in the larger area around South Hayward BART

Station area developers should participate, as described above, in a land-based funding scheme
for capital and operating costs for rapid shuttles free to users of the development, and could
probably do so for less than the cost of the parking structure. The cost of the shuttle would
certainly be less if environmental externalities of the structure are considered. However, such a
shuttle is only cost-effective if it additionally serves the larger area south along Dixon. 

The BART area and Dixon area are designated Sustainable Mixed Use (SMU), allowing high
density low/mid-rise with limited parking, and also regulated by the new Form Code, which are
ideal for BART and shuttles. The City has taken a big step to make the land use work with less
car-dependency, and let’s hope the market can catch up. 

These Form Code and pricing issues are broader than the shuttle access study proposed
above, though they overlap on some issues. The broader issues include market research on
housing demand with no parking, where the price of the housing is substantially reduced to reflect
the savings from not building travel lanes and parking and from developing more units on the
same land. The market research has to be about South Hayward, not abstracted from travel needs.
The research needs to educate potential renters and buyers about how travel would work when a
good grocery store and great transit are easily available, and rapid shuttle, car share, car rental,
and low cost remote parking are available. Since the market, outside a few places in old central
cities, does not offer this choice, we have little idea what the demand would be. 

A high demand for car-free housing would support the other elements of a true TOD:
• significantly reduced parking requirements, 
• rental of parking apart from living and commercial space, 
• eco-pass for free shuttle use by all residents, 
• a payment similar to a utility bill for the shuttle “utility,”
• a modern, rapid bus service, car access only from Mission and Industrial (not Dixon), 
• a pedestrian and shuttle design for Dixon, and 
• an orientation of major vehicle flow using Tennyson and the north side of BART parking.


